Let r noncollinear points in the Euclidean plane fall on the boundary B of their convex hull. It is known that the shortest polygon having these points as vertices coincides with B. In [l ] the ordering of these points which yields the longest polygon is obtained for the case where r is odd. In this paper the even case is resolved.
Theorem. Let 2 denote a set of 2« noncollinear coplanar points which fall on the boundary B of their convex hull and let P\, P\, ■ ■ • , P" denote any n points of 2 which are adjacent on B. Then, every longest polygon having precisely the points of 2 as vertices is among the n poly- what follows). There are at most 2(k -1)+2 edges of h incident to the vertices in Bi\j{Rit
Ri+i} which terminate at vertices in B2 and there are 2« -(k -1)-2 points of 2 in B2. Thus, there are at least the following number of edges of h which have both vertices in B2:
Since kún-2, we have N^2n-2(n-2) -1 =3.
In order to describe how h can be transformed into a polygon of strictly greater length we introduce the following notation. The sym-
and the operation
will De referred to as an arcinversion (cf. [2, p. 180]). Throughout this paper, all edges are assumed to be closed. Let PQ and RS denote disjoint directed edges with endpoints in 2 and C the boundary of the convex hull of {P, Q, R, S}. We shall say that PQ and RS have the same or opposite C-sense accordingly as they agree or conflict in inducing an orientation of C. We note that an oriented polygon having two edges with the same C-sense can be transformed into a longer polygon by an arcinversion.
Let RjRj+i and RkRk+i denote two edges of h each of which has both vertices in B2 and let all edges of h be directed so as to agree with a fixed orientation of h. Note that the (closed) edges R¡Rj+i and RkRk+i may intersect. The case where they are adjacent edges is not excluded. However, they are both disjoint from RiRi+i. Thus, we may speak of the C-sense of i?,i?i+i with respect to RjRj+i and RkRk+i respectively. If RiRi+i has the same C-sense as either RjRj+i To complete the proof of Case I it remains to show: if w is any polygon containing at least one edge of type Ln and having all other edges of type Ln or of type L"_i, then w is one of the « polygons indicated in the statement of the theorem. We shall refer to these w polygons as ß-polygons.
We select any edge of type Ln in w, label it WiWin, and call it the first edge of w. For the second edge we select the other edge incident Orienting w by WiWin, we note that all odd numbered edges will terminate in vertices having subscript greater than n, and all even numbered edges will terminate in vertices having subscript less than or equal to «. Thus, edge 2« must be Win-iWi. Since 6 = 2«, the third edge of w must be the edge WiWin-i and edge 2« -1 must be the edge WiWin-i-Both of these edges are of type L"_i.
The fourth edge must either be of type Ln and completes w (if and only if w = 3), or must be the edge Win-iW\. If «>3, then edge 2« -2 must be the edge Win-%W%.
We proceed in this manner, repeating the above argument until the vertices Wn and Wn+i are joined by an edge of type Ln. This edge completes w which is seen to be of the form (1) (1) with W in place of P\ and Wl W2 and P\P\ induce the same orientation of B. Thus, by the preceding two paragraphs, to is a /3-polygon. Case II. Suppose B has support lines passing through at least three points of 2. Let X be a point in the interior of the convex hull of 2 and B(t) (0 =ií < 1) be a family of strongly convex curves circumscribing B and converging to B as t approaches 1. Let P*j(t) be the intersection of B(t) with the ray emanating from X and passing through P) (1 ájÚ2n;\úiún) and let 2(i) = {P](t)}. Then, for each t (0 =;/ < 1) Case I implies that every longest polygon having the points of 2(i) as vertices is a ß(t)-polygon. Now, for t sufficiently close to 1, a polygon having P](t) (láj^2«; * fixed) as vertices is arbitrarily close to the corresponding polygon having the Pj's as vertices. Therefore, every longest polygon with vertices in B is a j3-polygon.
Remark. If the points of 2 are evenly distributed on a circle, then the « /3-polygons have the same length. On the other hand, sets 2 (whose points all fall on the boundary of their convex hull) may be selected such that no two polygons having the points of 2 as their vertices are equal in length.
